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t kschildrenscabinet.org
Find out more a

On April 11th, Governor
Kelly challenged us all
to be early childhood
stakeholders.

In her remarks to the Kansas Children’s Cabinet she underlined the
importance of the early years—and the role of eachand every Kansas
community—in shaping the future of Kansas.
Kansas received a federal planning grant to facilitate a collaborative effort to shape our
state’s future direction for early childhood. Parental voice and choice are paramount to
this effort, with the needs and preferences of Kansas families top of mind.
This one-year federal planning grant supports the development of a comprehensive
needs assessment and strategic plan for early childhood in Kansas. Our Tomorrows
engages parents, early childhood professionals, providers, educators, and others in
storytelling opportunities, community meetings, and idea generation sessions.
Each story becomes part of a collective, statewide map of community strengths and
needs and helps us:
Consider real-life struggles and resilience through the storyteller’s own perspective

Understand how gaps in service delivery are experienced

Highlight what families think and what they want for our youngest Kansans

Shape the strategic plan for the early childhood system in Kansas

Our Tomorrows partners will use the rich dialogue and findings from this work to
support decision-making that ensures every Kansas child has the best start in
life. The Kansas Children’s Cabinet and Trust Fund, Kansas Department for
Children and Families, Kansas Department of Health and Environment, and
Kansas State Department of Education are partnering to carry out this
important work.

Funds for this project are provided through the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Administration for Children and Families
(ACF) Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). The Preschool Development Grant Birth through Five 90TP0016-01-00 was awarded to the Kansas
State Department of Education (KSDE). The Kansas Children’s Cabinet and Trust Fund, the Kansas Department for Children and Families, and
the Kansas Department of Health and Environment are leading this work with KSDE. This information or content and conclusions should not
be construed as the official position or policy of, nor should any endorsements be inferred by HHS, ACF, or the U.S. Government. Any food or
refreshments are not paid for by federal funds.
The Kansas State Department of Education does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability, or age in its programs
and activities and provides equal access to any group officially affiliated with the Boy Scouts of America and other designated youth groups. The
following person has been designated to handle inquiries regarding the non- discrimination policies: KSDE General Counsel, Office of General
Counsel, KSDE, Landon State Office Building, 900 SW Jackson, Suite 102, Topeka, KS 66612, (785) 296-3204.
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Navigating the Guide
SenseMaker is a unique approach to narrative research. The results of a SenseMaker
study are meant to guide decision-making and take action in a complex environment.
Below are three things to keep in mind as you begin to explore this new form of data.

The unit (n) is the story. Most graphs show
percentages based on regional story counts.

Be active. The report supports your own sensemaking
and decision-making. Nobody knows your experience
better than you. If your interpretation and ideas differ,
it’s your responsibility to share.

Interpretations of the data are intentionally
provocative to spur your thought process and actions.
The writers of this report do not make any claim that
their interpretations are the only ‘right’ ones.

Please email the Our Tomorrows team at ourtomorrows@ku.edu
if you have questions or would like clarification.
© 2019 University of Kansas Center for Public Partnerships and Research

Community Profile
Northeast
Counties
Atchison

Miami

Brown

Nemaha

Doniphan

Osage

Douglas

Pottawatomie

Franklin

Shawnee

Jackson

Wabaunsee

Jefferson

Wyandotte

Johnson
Leavenworth
Marshall

Current Northeast Story Count

447 stories
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Northeast Kansas
Key Partners and Story Collection Overview
United Way of Greater Topeka

Kansas Parent Leadership

Backbone of recruitment and

Advisory Council

coordination in Shawnee County.

Parents Carley and Shandi joined as

United Way launched a story collection

Citizen Journalists in April via their

competition to encourage participation.

involvement with KPLAC.

Community Health Council of

Parents as Teachers

Wyandotte County

Lawrence PAT and Topeka USD 501 PAT

CHC’s Youth Council has collected stories

have been active story collectors.

that are being used to highlight food

Kansas Deaf-Blind Project

issues.

The Project has collected stories via

Topeka Housing Authority

statewide outreach to families and

Rickquette Cain Eason, a Topeka Housing

educational teams who serve learners

Authority staff person, collects stories

with combined hearing and vision loss in

in her own community of Pine Ridge in

Kansas (birth to 21 years old).

Topeka.

Independent Citizen Journalists:

Topeka Rescue Mission–

Claire Reagan

Children’s Palace

Claire uses her community connections

Families served by the Children’s Palace

in the Olathe area to collect stories via

have shared their stories.

parent groups and social media.

STORIES MATTER
Respondents in the Northeast Region are sharing meaningful stories that
made a significant impact on their lives and they want others to know.
39.3% s aid the story they shared happened only once and 21% said the story
they shared happens once in a while. That means the majority of stories
(60.3%) were not day-to-day experiences.
76.7% of respondents selected that they would always remember their
experience. This means the stories were impactful and will stick with them.
35.4% said everyone in their area should know about their experience. Only 7.5% of
respondents said no one should know.
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Northeast Kansas
Demographics
The following statistics reflect the demographics of people who shared their story in
Northeast Kansas. Our Tomorrows data is not generalizable – the patterns we see are
only based on those who chose to share their story. In some cases, these demographics
will not reflect the actual demographics of the region. Help us by asking people who
aren’t represented to share their story!
These percentages are determined from the datasets of Northeast Kansas (n=447) and
statewide (n=2,132). As people continue to share stories in your region, story counts and
maps published through Our Tomorrows will be updated.

Gender

Gender

83% 80%
NORTHEAST
KANSAS

16% 19%
1%
Male

Female

1%

Another Gender
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Northeast Kansas
Demographics
Race (n=447)
Northeast Kansas respondents identified as:
75.2%

Compared to statewide, the Northeast

Black or African American

9.8%

region had about 3% more respondents

American Indian or Alaska Native

2.2%

Asian

1.3%

White

that identified as Black or African American.

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 0.4%
Prefer Not to Say

3.8%

Another Race

7.2%
The representation of Hispanics or Latinos/

Ethnicity

as was similar to the statewide data.

Northeast Kansas respondents identified as:
15.8%

Hispanic or Latino/a

80.9%

Not Hispanic or Latino/a

3.3%

Preferred not to say

N=408

Income

NORTHEAST KANSAS

KANSAS

35%

33%

30%

26%

25%

23%
19%

20%
15%

22%
16%

18%
15%

15%

13%

10%
5%
0%

Less than $20k

$20,001-$39,999

$40,000-$59,999

$60,000-$79,999

Greater than
$80,000
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Themes

Emergent Patterns
To help us understand Kansans’ lived experience and augment the early childhood
system needs assessment, we are focusing on the following key themes:

BRIGHT
Spots

We have defined Bright Spots as family experiences of thriving, resilience, and support.
These are the stories we want to amplify and to have more of in our communities.
These can be singular events or ongoing experiences.

DISRUPTORS
We have defined Disruptors as unique and/or singular events that negatively interrupt
a family’s lifecourse broadly and trajectory in early childhood, specifically. Disruptors
are negative experiences from which people need to “bounce back” and might indicate
gaps that present opportunities for further support and programming. Disruptors
include the following categories: unemployment, transportation, housing, health,
safety, family separation, and new child.

Unmet

NEEDS
We have defined Unmet Needs as ongoing needs that are persistent issues. Unmet
needs are chronic even if triggered by a specific event. The following are included
in this category: stress/anxiety/depression, access to childcare, parenting knowledge,
safety, basic needs, and financial needs.

Unheard

VOICES
Unheard Voices are defined as Our Tomorrows experiences shared by vulnerable
groups whose stories are often invisible and who do not have a seat at the decisionmaking table. We identified Unheard Voices when a story specifically mentions
someone in one of these groups, or the storyteller self-identifies as a member of one of
these groups. Unheard Voices were coded on narrative content, and are not based on
demographic information. The following are often Unheard Voices we seek to elevate:
Low income working families, incarcerated people, young children not in school, people
with emotional, behavioral, or developmental conditions, people with special health
care needs, people living in poverty in rural areas, people in the foster care system, and
non-English speakers.
© 2019 University of Kansas Center for Public Partnerships and Research

BRIGHT
Spots

37% of North Central Stories Included Bright Spots
163 of 447 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team.

There is a lot that is already working in the Early Childhood System in the
Northeast Kansas. However, there is still work to be done!
Nearly 40% of stories including Bright Spots were shared by people with a family
income of $80,000 or more. Higher income respondents were overrepresented in
Northeast Kansas.
N=441

NORTHEAST KANSAS
60%

54%

50%
40%

37%

30%
20%

8%

10%
0%

Yes

No

Maybe
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BRIGHT
Spots

When things got tough, families were able to rely on support from others.
The most predominant clusters of stories in the When Things got Tough Triad was
toward the Support from Others corner. By working with Our Tomorrows stories,
Northeast Kansas can continue to build on this strength.
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DISRUPTORS
71% of Northeast Stories Included Disruptors
318 of 447 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team.

Health and Family Separation were major Disruptors in Northeast Kansas.
38% of stories coded with Discruptors by the Our Tomorrows team focused on health
crisis, health care, or ongoing medical problems. 18% of Disruptors were about families
broken up due to divorce, incarceration, death of a family member, deportation, or
children being removed from the home.
The arrival of a New Child was also a common Disruptor in the Northeast Region.
15% of stories with Disruptors were about the challenges that accompany the addition
of a new child to the household, whether by birth, adoption, or foster care.

N=318

NORTHEAST KANSAS
45%

38%

40%
35%
30%
25%

18%

20%
15%

15%

11%

10%

9%

6%
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Unmet

NEEDS
73% of Northeast Stories Included Unmet Needs

325 of 447 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team. Some of these needs were met as part of the
experience that was shared and are no longer ongoing.
Families in the Northeast region experience poverty and unmet basic needs that
result in addtional stress, anxiety, and depression.
46% of Unmet Needs coded by the Our Tomorrows team referenced financial need or
being unable to meet basic needs. The percentage of stress, anxiety, and depression is
7 points higher than that of the percentage statewide.

N=325
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Unheard

VOICES
64% of Northeast Stories Included Unheard Voices
286 of 447 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team.

Most of the Unheard Voices in Northeast Kansas came from Low Income
Working Families.
35% of stories with Unheard Voices reference the struggles that Northeast families face
to make ends meet, despite holding regular employment.
People with Special Health Care Needs and Behaivoral Conditions were also
well represented. 18% of Unheard Voices stories were about people with Behavioral
Conditions and 22% of Unheard Voices were about people with Special Health
Care Needs.

N=286

NORTHEAST KANSAS
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Unheard

VOICES
People who aren’t usually heard or empowered to make systemic changes are
also left feeling like they are making decisions based on things beyond their
control.
In the Decisions triangle, the highest density of respondents indicated that they were
making decisions beyond their control. Most respondents that marked their stories this
way were also low income working families.
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Community Sensemaking Workshop
Notes

September 5, 2019 / Topeka, KS

Key

TAKEAWAYS

Hosted by the United Way of Greater Topeka on September 5, 2019 in Topeka, Kansas,
the Our Tomorrows team held a Community Sensemaking Workshop with 28
participants, including a diverse set of service providers and one parent.
Participants identified two main challenges: issues shared in stories from the area are
very similar to those faced by past generations, and the Northeast region has both
urban and rural areas with very different challenges, thus making it difficult to provide
services. Participants discussed emphasizing the role of schools to help collect more
information and house customized programs to address the unique challenges of rural
and urban communities.

Activity

SUMMARY
1

Introductions
and Expectations

Workshop participants introduced themselves and shared what they hoped to
learn from stories during the workshop.

2

Kansas
Early Childhood Journey

Facilitators shared the context of the statewide Early Childhood Systems Building
work and the role families’ experiences play in shaping the needs assessment and
strategic plan for early childhood in Kansas.

3

Sensemaking
Guide

Participants were introduced to the regional Community Sensemaking Guide that
highlights the demographic information of people who shared stories with Our
Tomorrows and patterns related to Bright Spots, Disruptors, Unmet Needs, and
Unheard Voices.
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4

Working
with Stories

Tables were given a story pack from key patterns found in the stories collected
in North Central Kansas. Each table sorted the story pack into groups of similar
stories, gave each category/theme a title, and then chose an exemplar story that
best represented the category/theme. The category/theme titles and exemplar
stories were then taped to a flip chart. The left side of the chart read “More Like
This,” indicating family experiences the group wished to see more of in the future,
and “Fewer Like That,” which included family experiences that the groups hoped
to see less of in the future.

5

Group
Discussion

Each small group then discussed three questions:
1. What patterns did you see in your stories?
2. What surprised you?
3. What did you expect to see but didn’t?
Each group then chose a reporter to share their findings with the large group.

6

Moving
to Action

Participants were so invested in discussing the stories they read and sharing their
ideas and perceptions that the Workshop ended before there was time to share
ideas for Actionables. Instead, they discussed ideas for action collectively.
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Insights of

WORKING WITH

STORIES

Each Community Sensemaking workshop is an opportunity for community
members to explore patterns and themes in the ways that families interpreted
their experiences. The sensemaking work completed in these workshops was
captured by the Our Tomorrows team so that it can be used to spur new ways of
thinking about making change in Community Action Labs.
Outlined on the following pages are the themes and patterns that emerged while
participants were working with their community’s stories. Each page of notes
represents the work of one group in the workshop. Each group read and interpreted
one “Story Pack” from the Our Tomorrows data set.
On each page, you will see the following:
A title that shows what pattern the group worked with during the “Working with

Stories” activity

A picture of the pattern from the Our Tomorrows SAVVY Dashboard

An image of the flipchart completed by workshop participants, which includes

titles of themes and example stories sorted by “More like this, fewer like that”

A typed list of the main themes and example stories taken from the flipchart

A list of Actionable ideas that participants thought could change the patterns that

emerged from the stories they read (this activity didn’t occur at every regional
workshop due to the great conversations that happened in earlier activities)

The insights that were uncovered in the Community Sensemaking Workshops can
drive big changes!
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DECISIONS TRIAD

Things Beyond
the Family's Control
In the experience you
shared, decisions were
made based on…

MORE THEMES LIKE…

FEWER THEMES LIKE…

Resiliency/Hope
	
Example: The Family that Keeps Going
No Matter What!

Financial Struggles
Example: Surviving Financial Problems

ADA/Childcare/Special Needs
	
Example: International Adoption-An Eye
Opening Experience
External Supports
Example: Parents as Teachers Savior

Healthcare/Finances
Example: Medical Debt Crippling Good, Hard
Working Families
Family Dynamics
Example: Beat, Battered, Scared
Fear/Political Statements
Example: Dichotomy
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POSITIVE HOMELIFE TRIAD

Nurturing

In the experience you shared,
the family’s homelife felt…

MORE THEMES LIKE…

FEWER THEMES LIKE…

Family/Friend Supports
Example: Survival Mode Feels Like Forever!

Health Concern or Disability
Example: Those Around Us

Resiliency
Example: Never Ever Give Up

Grief and Loss
Example: A Loss that Should Not Have Happened

Community Supports
Example: Someone to Talk To

Finances/Home Insecurity/Transportation
Example: Worst Time of My Life

Early Screening and Intervention
Example: Speech Issues
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VIEWS TRIAD

Personal Experiences
In the experience you shared,
views on raising a family
were shaped by…

MORE THEMES LIKE…

FEWER THEMES LIKE…

Thriving
Example: Love

Addiction
Example: Chance to be Free

Medical
Example: Survival Mode Feels Like Forever

Child Loss
Example: No Freedom in Front of the Law

Transitions
Example: Someone to Talk to

Child Care
Example: 66605
Basic Needs
Example: Hidden in Small Town
Domestic Violence
Example: Beat, Battered, and Scared
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DECISIONS TRIAD

Thoughtful P lanning
In the experience you shared,
decisions were made based on…

MORE THEMES LIKE…

FEWER THEMES LIKE…

All is Well
Example: Family and Consumer Science SchoolBased Preschools

Crisis/Economic
Example: Worst Time of My Life

Early Intervention
Example: Early Childhood Resources
Immunizations
Example: The Miracle that Changed Every
Mother’s Life

Language barriers
Example: How to Surviving to Living
Basic/Health/Healing/Veteran
Example: Disease Intervention Specialist/LPN
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RESPONSIBLE TRIAD

The Family

In the experience you shared,
who should have been
responsible for making sure
the kids thrived?…

MORE THEMES LIKE…

FEWER THEMES LIKE…

Struggling/Surviving Services
Example: Thankful

Summer Struggles
Example: 66605

Health Living
Example: Survival Mode Feels Like Forever

Homelessness
Example: Living in a Car

Thriving
Example: Thriving at Last

Drug/Mental Health Abuse
Example: Addiction

Illness/Disabilities with Children
Example: Fears and Stress Somewhat Left Behind

Loss
Example: Terminal Illness Diagnosis
Abuse
Example: Beat, Battered, and Scared
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THINGS GOT TOUGH TRIAD

Support from Others

In the experience you shared,
when things got tough, what
helped the family get through?

MORE THEMES LIKE…

FEWER THEMES LIKE…

Education
Example: Family and Consumer Science Schoolbased Preschools

Immunizations
Example: The VA

Community Supports
Example: I Am [Name]
Family Thriving
Example: Fears and Stress Somewhat Left Behind
Unlikely Outside Support
Example: Surviving, Until the Manifestation
Medical
Example: Cancer

Access Intervention Services and Health Insurance
Coverage
Example: No Coverage, No Care
Basic Needs (Utilities, Food, Etc.) Homelessness,
Health
Example: Worst Time of My Life
Mental Health
Example: Early Childhood Mental Health
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PAST TRIAD

Will Stay in the Past
If this story is something that
happened in the past, it…

MORE THEMES LIKE…

FEWER THEMES LIKE…

Thriving
Example: The Power of Positivity

Abuse
Example: Things Beyond My Control

Surviving
Example: Country Living

Addiction
Example: Chance to be Free

Health
Example: Cancer
Lack of Resources
Example: The Struggles of Being a Single Parent
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Important

CONVERSATIONS
Participants observed the following patterns about the local stories in their community:
Some stories related to early childhood screenings, intervention (including removal

of a child from the home), and childcare.

Access to the Americans with Disabilities Act was highlighted in several stories.

People often rely on external supports, whether by a service provider or friend/family

member/neighbor.

Many stories expressed general financial struggles.

Healthcare and finances relating to health crises were common in many stories.

Significant family dynamics issues (domestic violence, addiction) was represented in stories.

Many of the stories talked about being able to overcome something.

Basic needs are a high priority for families in Northeast Kansas.

Language barriers cause problems in service delivery and interventions.

Participants highlighted:
Stories where respondents shared about people, not programs, when they discussed


receiving services. This prompted discussion about the importance of human connection
as service providers.

Many stories discuss school as a source of food.

Some stories indicate that families view education and schools differently than service providers.

People just out of service providers’ reach due to the rural/urban divide are struggling with

access to food, education, and services.

It is very possible providers are doing good things in education and childcare, but right


now those are not the most important issues for people, and therefore stories do not reflect
that work.

Participants were surprised about:
The number of stories referencing different support groups.

Stories expressed hope and resilience, even if the stories related to difficult circumstances.

The lack of awareness of resources.

The ways in which the system failed people. In many cases, the process alone hindered many

people from getting the services they needed.
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Participants expected:
More stories about early childhood/childcare, especially access to childcare.

More stories about access to healthcare.

More about education. Some stories alluded to education, but said nothing specifically

about education playing a role in overcoming a situation.

Northeast

Community Action Lab Awardees
Community Action Labs are an opportunity to act on the patterns and themes
uncovered by the experiences shared through the Kansas Early Childhood Systems
Building effort and the Our Tomorrows SenseMaker® tool. Community Action
Labs will look different in each community and region based on collaboration with
local partners. Below is a list of those who received Community Action Lab awards.
See what changes are ahead for these communities!

Awardee		

RECIPIENT

ACTIONABLE

Lactation Stations

		 USD 368 Parents as Teachers Advisory Council

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Hillsdale
Callie Peace
callie_peace@usd368.org
913-294-5599

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

Create “Lactation Stations” at three Parents as Teachers locations. The primary
location would be at the USD 368 Paola Parents as Teachers office in Hillsdale,
Kansas. This location is centrally located and would be available to the public as well
as surrounding businesses in need of a space for their breastfeeding employees.
Other Lactation Stations would be located at Circle Grove in Louisburg and Linn
County Library in LaCygne. The Lactation Stations would have a comfortable chair,
table to set a pump on, electrical outlets, a changing table and breastfeeding photos
or artwork. Beyond providing a comfortable private space, Lactation Stations would
provide breastfeeding educational materials and information about how to find local
breastfeeding support. The Lactation rooms will be listed in the KBC’s “Breastfeeding
Welcome Here” program so the public can locate them.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

Partners would include the Kansas Breastfeeding Coalition who could advise about
furnishing the spaces and would provide educational materials. Other partners would

1 of 2

include PAT families, nearby businesses, are hospital, county health department and
community partners who would use the lactation spaces.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

Lactation Stations would address two of the known barriers to continued
breastfeeding - embarrassment associated with breastfeeding in public and difficulty
find suitable space to pump after returning to work. The Lactation Stations would help
families and employees easily find a comfortable, clean space to breastfeed or pump
when they are out in public or working at one of the locations or nearby. Promotion of
the spaces would normalize breastfeeding and provide integration of breastfeeding
support into public spaces and educational settings.

2 of 2

Northeast
Awardee		

RECIPIENT

ACTIONABLE

Waathiithii: Community Nests

		 Kickapoo Tribe in Kansas

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Horton
Johanna Thomas
johannathomas83@yahoo.com
785-486-2131

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

The Kickapoo Tribe in Kansas (KTIK) is a resilient, connected community built on
strong family values that are rooted in our cultural traditions. Together our people have
lifted each other up and raised future generations of strong leaders and respected
elders. Yet our survival is dependent on our continued ability to help our children
thrive. We, like many communities in Kansas, need deep improvements to our early
childhood system of care; however, we also need easily accessible opportunities for
our families to connect and grow in their own unique and self-sufficient ways. For
our small tribal community, this means increasing access to basic needs to help close
the gap between services and programs, and sustainable resources that honor our
traditional approach to early learning and story sharing across generations. The KTIK
proposes the “Waathiithii: Community Nests” pilot project, an adaptation of the Little
Free Library program that will provide both basic needs such as infant care resources,
lactation supports, and nutrition assistance, as well as culturally and locally relevant
early literacy materials in site-specific (neighborhoods) “nest” boxes that are freely
accessible to all families.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

Though the Community Action Lab model will provide us the necessary funding to
pilot our Waathiithii project in three community sites with two-tiered wood boxes
and posts, the stocking and maintenance of our Waathiithii boxes will be supported
by community partners and programs. We will work in close collaboration with our
Community-Based Child Abuse Prevention program’s Family Resource Center, our
Kickapoo Nation Health Center, our Kickapoo Tribal Museum, and our tribal leaders
to ensure that the Waathiithii are routinely monitored and assessed for continued
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improvement, and are restocked with basic needs and quality early literacy and
cultural resources for our families. Additionally, we will celebrate the initiation of the
project by working with each pilot site of neighboring families to design and decorate
their Waathiithii to reflect the unique values of each site to help build site-wide pride
and ownership of each Waathiithii.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

Just as a bird’s nest provides an intimate space for winged parents to impart all of
the necessities of early life to their young, so to will our Waathiithii (Kickapoo for “bird
nests”) provide relatively private, safe places for our families to get some of their most
basic needs to raise healthy, happy children. Storytelling is a fundamental part of our
intergenerational traditions, and through story sharing we have heard our families’
desires to access the resources they need in community-based and culturally-driven
ways. We hope that our Waathiithii boxes will help us increase infant nutritional and
physical health, parental mental wellness, and early literacy success while also creating
a stronger sense of support for parents and young children. Our families will know that
they always have a Waathiithii to turn to when they are at their most vulnerable as well
as when they are in need of a new story to share together.
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Raising Healthy, Happy Children- Parent Incentives

		 Infant Toddler Services of Johnson County (ITSJC)

LOCATION

Overland Park

CONTACT(S)

Monica L. Ross

EMAIL
PHONE

monica.ross@itsjc.org
913-432-2900 ext. 3

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

ITSJC would like to bring Dr. Tina Payne Bryson (a psychotherapist, researcher,
parent educator and mom of three boys) to Kansas in April 2020 for a 2-day speaking
engagement geared for families and professionals working with young children in
Kansas. We want to partner with collaborating agencies and stakeholders to reach as
many families and professionals as possible to hear Dr. Bryson’s message on raising
healthy and happy children, learning to work through every day parenting struggles and
how to better understand brain development. This information will support parents who
are raising young Kansans and support professionals while they coach parents during
home visits and provide early childhood experiences for young children.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

ITSJC is partnering with Wyandotte County Infant Toddler Services, Northeast Kansas
Infant Toddler Services, TARC/Shawnee County Infant Toddler Services, Leavenworth
Infant Toddler Services, Parents as Teachers programs for Blue Valley, Gardner/
Edgerton, Spring Hill, DeSoto, Shawnee Mission, Olathe, and Kansas City, KS; Healthy
Families in Johnson County and Wyandotte County, KVC, Growing Futures (formerly
Head Start of Shawnee Mission), and Daycare Connections to invite staff and families
to the April 2020 speaking engagement/learning opportunity. ITSJC’s vision is that
this engagement will touch as many families and early intervention and childhood
professionals as possible so we are all hearing the same information and same
message about supporting families and children. We want all voices at the same table,
so to speak, so we can continue to work together for children in Kansas.
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 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

We were inspired by hearing that parents want to do better for their children and
want the resources, training, knowledge and experiences to be successful parents
and raise happy and successful children. Often times parents do not know where to
turn for this information, help and support. Parents do not have access to speakers
and information such as what Dr. Bryson will be sharing/teaching. So many times
agencies provide trainers/speakers for professionals/employees but do not provide an
opportunity for parents to hear/learn the same information. We want parents to be
a part of the conversation. We want parents, professionals and teachers to learn how
kids’ (and their own) brains work in a practical way, how to approach discipline, how
to help kids deal with every day struggles and ultimately how to connect with the
children they care about.
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Next Steps for Douglas County

		 Success By 6 Coalition of Douglas County

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Lawrence
Rich Minder
rich@dcsb6.org
785-842-8719

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

Success By 6 Coalition of Douglas County would like to take the work of the Early
Childhood Systems Plan from the PreK Grant to next steps in Douglas County.
We want to review and synthesize the data and information that came out of the
facilitated sessions with early care and education center directors and the LICC, and
the Community Engagement Event. Next we would like to develop a plan to share
this data and information with a broader group of existing and not yet engaged early
childhood stakeholders.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

SB6 would want to engage those individuals and agencies and groups with the
potential to become instrumental in taking the planning to the next level of efficacy.
Broadly speaking these might be categorized in terms of parents/caregivers, early
care and education workforce, direct family support workforce, political and economic
elites. SB6 would partner with groups already engaged in leadership activities to
address issues that pertain to those needs, resources, plans and issues that have
emerged from the stories, conversations, and data. The United Way and Douglas
County are two such obvious partners.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

Success By 6 Coalition wants to do this because the stories, conversations and data
support our mission to ensure that all Douglas County Families with children under
6 have what they need to successfully parent their young children, thereby fostering
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positive parent-child relationships and leading to success in school and in life. Success
By 6 as a COALITION is inspired by these stories, conversations as well as data and
information to recognize broad systems and the interventions in these systems to
better inform our work with partners to advance our mission.
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Garden Camp

		 Harveyville Seed Co., Inc.

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Harveyville
Dustin Kuntz
dustin@harveyvilleseed.com
785-589-2497

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

I want to host a Free “Garden Camp” for children in my community. The goal of Garden
Camp is to help kids learn where food comes from and how to grow it themselves.
It’s a, “Dirt under the fingernails” initiative. Garden Camp will consist of six, weekly,
two hour mini-sessions, where campers will be in the garden planting, harvesting
and learning hands on about growing food and pollinators. Activities and games will
combine science, crafts and exercise to enhance both mental and physical well being.
Upon the completion of garden camp, the garden will become a “community garden”
supplementing community food and recreation needs.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

I have a passion for agriculture and mentoring young people. Sadly, most people
don’t know where their food comes from or how to produce it. “Give a man a fish,
and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish, and you feed him for a lifetime.”
My first goal is to teach kids how to garden and have fun doing it. Give them a life
skill and maybe some exercise. Simultaneously providing a safe, free, recreational
activity for my community. My community has a high level of low and moderate
income families. Using local food pantry participation as an index, there is a need for
food supplementation. Along with food, a garden will promote self and community
pride improving mental health. It will provide a media where multiple generations
can work together. Somewhere in a conversation regarding agriculture advocacy
and community needs, the idea for a garden camp emerged. A combination of my
passion, emotion and local needs.
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 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

The primary target for Garden Camp would be school age children in Grades 1-5.
The community garden would encourage participants from all age groups. As I
look broader, a college student could be hired to oversee the project as a summer
internship expanding my impact. The project will partner with our local FFA chapter
and KSU Extension Agent as resources for ideas and implementation.
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Awareness and Access at Your Library

		 Lawrence Public Library

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)

Lawrence
Kate Gramlich

EMAIL

kgramlich@lplks.org

PHONE

785-843-3833 ext. 136

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

We want to increase awareness of our public library’s “Health Spot.” This free,
accessible space provides information on community resources geared toward
addressing the social determinants of health. We want to purchase larger signage,
paint, and accessible furniture to draw attention to the space and invite patrons to find
the help they need throughout Lawrence and Douglas County.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

Our Health Spot resources are open to all residents of Lawrence and Douglas County,
as well as any other patron who visits the library. These include parents, caregivers,
family members, and single individuals who need access to information. By providing
specific· resources on topics such as transportation, housing, healthcare, financial
literacy, childcare, and senior services, we are helping to address social determinants
of health for the entire community. With a revitalized Health Spot, we would be able
to confidently continue our partnerships with local organizations such as the Willow
Domestic Violence Center, Lawrence Memorial Hospital, the United Way, and others.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

Since we are located downtown and are open beyond standard business hours - and
are a neutral, safe space for all members of our community - we are uniquely situated
to provide more access to information on community resources. The Our Tomorrows
data pointed to a deficit of knowledge about how and where to receive help.
Childcare, health resources, and other social needs were reported by the Sensemaking
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Workshop to be “difficult to access,” which may be in part because the literature is not
found all in one place at convenient times. Since the Health Spot (and the library as a
whole) is open on evenings and weekends, it is our hope that this would help alleviate
some of the pain points for local residents.
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Did You Know? Magnets

		 Keystone Learning Services Parents as Teachers

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Ozawakie
Cammie Braden
cbraden@keystonelearning.org
785-876-2214

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

Design and order informational magnets with key developmental milestones for
children birth to three and Keystone PAT contact information. Parents as Teachers
Staff would provide these magnets to families enrolled in PAT and distribute at
recruitment events.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

We want families with young children who live in the Northeast Kansas area to
benefit from this project. Parent Educators will distribute the magnets to families
participating in Parents as Teachers as well as families in the community. We will
partner with County Health Departments and WIC Clinics, community libraries,
hospitals/medical clinics, school districts, and other agencies that provide referral
sources to our program.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

We heard that families are overwhelmed and confused by the amount of conflicting
information they receive regarding the development of their young children. Our
program would like to enhance protective factors within families by providing them
accurate and appropriate developmental milestones regarding the children in
their lives. We plan to have this information printed onto magnets so that it is easily
accessible and therefore, more likely to be utilized. “Having accurate information about
raising young children and appropriate expectations for their behavior help parents
better understand and care for their children. It is important that information is
available when parents need it, when it is relevant to their live and their child.” (United
Way of America)
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Social Skills Kits for Preschool Families

		 Oskaloosa Public Library

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Oskaloosa
Cheryl Sylvester
csylvester@oskielibrary.org
785-863-2475

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

How many parents have you seen dealing with a toddler in meltdown mode, a full
temper tantrum? The library in partnership with parent educators would like to
provide kits that address social and emotional issues, as a circulating item available
to parents. These would be through the 8-10 surrounding area libraries that are also
serviced by Parents as Teachers. The idea is modeled after the success of 6x6 for
literacy skills. Although kits are not new, rural libraries on tight budgets do not have
the funds to provide learning kits unless provided by outside sources. Each kit would
include 2 books, easy activities and parenting information for each topic.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

The Bright Spots that recognized the value of the parent educators strengthened
my wish to partner in new ways with the Parents as Teachers organization. The local
parent educator attends our weekly story time and partners with our children’s
librarian. She also has a play group once a month here. She and I have been working
together on this project. The waiting list for Parents as Teachers in our area shows
that parents need the libraries to help provide resources outside of one organization.
The local daycares and the Guidance Center are organizations that we would like to
partner with in the future. The plan would be to bring them on board once we are
ready to make purchases for suggestions. I hope that their role would help promote
these kits to their clientele.
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 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

The data provided from the Voices Across the State that showed 64% had disrupters
and 64% had unmet needs shows a need for resources that would support parents
dealing with the social and emotional development of preschoolers. What if you can’t
be in a parenting program? Rural areas have more limited resources available and was
also included in being a disrupter. The Oskaloosa Public Library mission is to cultivate
community and provide lifelong learning. What better way to cultivate community than
to help provide opportunities and tools for parents to become better parents?
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Local Programs for Young Children

		 Morning Out for Mothers (MOMs)

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Paola
Janis F. Grandon
janisgrandon@gmail.com
913-710-8940

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

Our organization services young children aged 1 to 5 years. Many of the parents are
younger and have not experienced a number of agencies and programs that serve
young children at little or no cost. We would like to provide a community informational
meeting to those parents. They would be invited to an “informational” event where
information would be shared about multiple programs and options available to
parents. It would be a 1 hour meeting with refreshments served.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

Our organization served Paola and Osawatomie Communities . We would start with
a meeting that we invited all our parents to. We could later expand to other groups if
we find it being successful. We would partner with Parents as Teachers, Miami County
Health Department, and Elizabeth Layton Centers to help provide information on
programs available to parents of young children.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

Information was shared by multiple organizations of free programs in Miami County.
I have lived here for 30+ years and am active in this community. Many of these
programs are ones I was unaware of. The data shared by some, particularly about
young others smoking was shocking to me. It sparked my desire to try and do a better
job of getting information out to those that could really benefit from this.

What’s Next
There are many ways for you to stay involved with Our Tomorrows and help shape the future
of families and children in Kansas. Below are a few next steps:
Send feedback on workshop notes to the Our Tomorrows team.

Choose a pattern you want to change in your community.

Pick from the Our Tomorrows Sensemaking Guide.

Plan an Actionable that relates to the pattern chosen.

Submit a Community Action Lab application for funding.

Applications accepted beginning September, 2019.

Receive funding up to $2,000.

Try out your Actionable.

Share what you learned with the Our Tomorrows team.

Monitor progress by continuing story collection with Our Tomorrows.


To apply for an Actionable and to learn more about
how Our Tomorrows is using SenseMaker for needs
assessments, visit ourtomorrows.kucppr.org.

To learn more about the Kansas Early Childhood Journey,
visit ksearlychildhoodjourney.org.
If you have any comments, additions, or
perspectives that you would like to add to this
Sensemaking Guide, please email them to
ourtomorrows@ku.edu.
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